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SUMMARY

The brushless De motor of the type used in disk drives is under continuous development,
because the size of the drives is becoming reduced. Great efforts are done by manufactu
rers to reduce the size of their hard disk drives. Philips Mechatronics introduces also
smaller drives with a new bearing system (spiral-groove-bearing) which has excellent
properties, but is more sensitive to the influence of radial forces than the ball-bearings.
The radial force or unbalanced magnetic pull is the mutual force acting between the rotor
and stator of the motor when they are placed eccentric with respect to each other. The
measured values of these forces for some motor designs are larger than predicted, so the
life of the spiral-bearing is affected more than acceptabie.

This report gives a theoretical analysis of radial magnetic stiffness for small permanent
magnet motors. It is assumed that the stator is unslotted, the iron is ideal (jJ.r= 00) and the
end effects can be neglected.

The theory starts with the derivation of the field distribution in the airgap region for
motors with centric rotor and different types of magnetization patterns. To find the field
distribution with an eccentric rotor a special perturbation method is applied to the original
field using the boundary condition on the eccentric stator iron surface expressed in
original centric coordinates. Then the radial magnetic stiffness has been calculated with
the Maxwell stress tensor.

Measurements of both magnetic field in the airgap and magnetic stiffness have been
performed to check the analytical results of a reference motor. The analytical field
calculation with the isotropic NdFeB magnets gives results that are not in agreement with
the measured ones (deviation about 20%), whereas with the anisotropic ferrite magnet the
calculated results are in good agreement with the measured ones (deviation less than 1%).
However, the analytically calculated magnetic stiffness for the NdFeB magnets is in rather
good agreement with the measured results (about 8% too large), whereas for the ferrite
magnets k-values that are about 20 % too small are found.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For many years the plant of Philips Mechatronics Dordrecht has made small brushless
permanent magnet motors for different applications like video-recorders, cd-players and since
1993 harddisk drives. A very important motor for the enginering section and production is
the brushless DC permanent magnet motor for harddisk drives (hdd). Figure 1.1 gives an
example of a brushless permanent magnet motor.
This motor is an indispensable part of the diskdrive . The motor rotates the disks for hdd
drives often at 6000 rpm. However the trend is to go to higher speed, as this will reduce
latency and improve seek time and rate of datatransfer. The size of the spindie are
increasingly smaller and smaller from 5.25 inch, to 3.5 inch and now to 1.8 inch and 1.3
inch formats. Great efforts are being put by manufactures to reduce the size of their drives.
Hard disk spindie motors require special considerations in design with respect to limited
space and dimensions, starting- and cogging-torque, contamination and low EMI. Acoustic
noise as well as unbalanced magnetic pull (=radial magnetic force) are expected to be low.
This last item has become more important at the introduction of a new Philips bearing system
(spiral groove-bearing), its performance is more sensitive to the influence of radial forces
than the ball-bearings.
The measured values of these forces are, for some motor designs larger than expected, so
the life of the spiral groove-bearing is affected.

The unbalanced magnetic pull (u.m.p.) is the mutual force acting between the rotor and stator
of the motor when they are placed eccentric with respect to each other. It is also possible that
there is a varying periodical u.m.p. even when stator and rotor are placed centric with
respect to each other, due to the designer of the poles/slot number of the motor.
The subject of my graduation project is measuring and calculating the unwanted radial forces
of radial brushless DC motor with permanent magnet excitation when the stator is placed
in an eccentric position. The study must yield an equation of the u.m.p. so that it becomes
possible to predict the forces on the bearings.
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figure 1.1 Brushless permanent magnet motor 'as a rule the HDD motor has a outside pm
rotor'

Chapter 2 of this report describes the measurement of the radial forces of brushless
permanent magnet motors (five types). The measurements give more insight in the influence
of motor parameters on the radial force, so that we can made a choice for the model used
in the calculations. Chapter 4 of the report deals with the derivation of an analytical
expression for the magnetic field in the air gap, and describes the derivation of the radial
force expression in eccentric position of the rotor. using the perturbation method and the
Maxwell stress tensor. In the fifth chapter of the report is made a comparison between the
measured and calculated values of the radial magnetic stiffness.
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2. RADIAL MAGNETIC STIFFNESS MEASUREMENTS

Before create a mathematical model for calculating the radial forces, it is first neccessary
to gain more understanding of the problem of the radial force. A way to get insight in the
radial force excitation is measuring this force for different types of permanent magnet
motors. According to the literature the radial force (or Unbalanced Magnetic pull
(u.m.p.» of brushless De motors is dependent on the following motor characteristics:

- Dimensions of the motor
- Number of slots and poles
- Distribution magnetization of the rotor magnet (single-, double sided, parallel, radial)

The last one is an important influence, which up to now not dealt with the literature and
could maybe the way for reducing the radial forces .

Measuring the radial forces as a function of these parameters will give information about
the strength of the influences. There are five types of hdd-motors used with different
pole/slot-combinations, dimensions and methods of magnetization (appendix A).
The force measurements are done with an special force measuring arrangement (fma) of
Philips M.R.L.. It is special designed by Philips for measuring radial and axial forces of
small permanent magnet machines.

2.1 The Force Measuring Arrangement

The Force measuring arrangement (= fma) consists of two mechanical parts which are
placed on a marbie slab. Figure 2.1 gives a simplified representation of this fma.

figure 2.1 The fma
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The first block contains the strain gauges, collets and a fixing hole for one part of the
stator/rotor- combination. This block can measure the force in the x-,y- and z-direction.
The second block contains the position-transducers, -settings, also collets and a fixing
hole for the other part of the stator/rotor-combination, which can be rotated by a drive
motor.
This second block can measure the position of the motor-part in the x- and y-direction.
The measured force is a function of the position (radial or axial), if this (lineair) function
is plotted on a XY-recorder. We obtain the magnetic stiffness (in N/mm) of the motor by
determining the slop of the graph. The measured stiffness is intrinsic unstable and is
assumed to be a positive value. The spring constant of the fma is assumed to be negative.
The measured magnetic siffness are in grf/mm, but we use the dimension N/mm where 1
grf is equal to 0.01 N.

F(N/mm)

o X(um)

figure 2.2 Example of force measurement

This fma is the only one in Philips and is never thoroughly tested as to accuracy. So there
is made a test procedure to check the fma which will give information about the callibrati
on measurement, zero setting, mechanical stiffness, stroke, accuracy of the position and
force measurement. Appendix A gives the measuring report of this test procedure.

In the conclusions of this report these expectations and measurements are compared with
each other. Also an equation for correction the measured magnetic stiffness is given.
The following notes are the most important conclusions from this 'fma' measuring report.

-The error between the measured force and the actual external load force increases when
the externalload increases. This deviation is linear and is called the calibration deviation.
The calibration deviation in this case is maximal 19rf (O.OIN) at 400grf (4N) radial force
and 3grf (0.03N) at 400grf (4N) axial force. It is magnitude for both directions of the
forces.
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-There is some hysteris (l % of lON -- > O.IN) when the arrangement is loaded with
increasing and decreasing forces.

-From the structural stiffness of the fma, we can conclude that in this case the radial
movement of block 1 is 12J,tm with a force of 2S0grf (2.SN), so the (spring constant)
magnetic stiffness of the fma kt-ma=dF/dX is -2.08.104 grf/mm (-208 N/mm). This is not
negligible for forces larger than SO grf (O.SN). With the expression for correction we get
a better value of the magnetic stiffness. The equation for the corrected magnetic stiffness
k' is :

(2.1)

-The stiffness of block 2 is negligible.

-The stiffness of the shafts is dependent on the diameter, length and material of these
shafts.
It is recommendable to use 6mm shafts with a maximum length of ISmm (length = the
distance between fixing hole and rotor). If 3mm shafts are used then a maxim length of
IOmm is recommended to minimize error.

-The stroke of block 2 with a 6mm or 3mm (length is 20mm) shaft is S J,tm.

Attention: Clean the fixing hole and shafts before using.

2.2 Radial force measurements

It is very important to know the effect of stator slotting, energized or non-energized coils
and the method of magnetization of the rotor for the model of radial forces in the motor.
The mentioned radial force measurements give information about the effect of slotting by
checking the difference of magnetic stiffness between asolid and a slotted stator.

Measuring the force with or without the nominal current (one fase) will give information
about the effect of energizing on the magnetic stiffness. These force measurements have
been done for four types of motors. For two types of motors the effect of magnetization
is investigated, because in these situation the way of magnetization is known. The rea!
rotor magnets are single or double sided magnetized and the difference between them is
presented in figure 2.2. The pole transition of the double sided magnet is more sharper
than the single sided one when we have an isotropic magnet material.
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C. iuallel

Another type of magnetization is the parallel type and is not usually used for small
production motors, but for this investigation there has been made one.

.. ~""... rJll}ff!f!Jl

......,,"..,~

rrm
figure 2.3 Magnetization patterns

The magnet material of the test motors are made of NdFeB and this material is an iso
tropie. This means that the magnetization has no preferred direction, and in combination
with a single sided magnetization won't give a sharp pole transition.
There are also measurements with a rotor of plastic ferrite, because the plastic ferrite is
an anisotropic material. If this ferrite is magnetized single sided we get an radially
magnetized multi-pole magnet.

The table of appendix B ("measurementslt) gives the results of these measurements. The
conclusions and remarks as to these measurents are given below :

-The effect of energizing with the nominal currents is negligible. Even the starting current
has no significant influence on the radial magnetic stiffness.

-There is a difference between the radial forces of the massive stator and the slotted
laminated stator and this difference dependents on the motor type. In the following
paragraph a correction factor will be introduced there we will try to find the relation
between slotted and unslotted rotor/stator combination.

-If we look at the measured magnetic stiffness of rotors with at the same back-EMF, it
can be conclude that a single sided magnetization gives a lower stiffness at the "0301"
motor but a higher stiffness at the 11 1302"-motor. According to this measurements it
becomes not clear what the influence of the magnetization pattem is.
The magnetization of the "0301"-motor is skewed, so this could be one of the cause of
the different measured stiffness.
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3. CHOICE OF MODEL

In the literature two models have been presented for calculating the unbalanced magnetic
pull (ump) for brushless permanent magnet motors, when the stator coils are not energi
zed. The first model is given in the article of Ackermann [A] and is based on a one- and
two dimensional field calculation of a smooth stator and aideal radially magnetized rotor
magnet.

The second model is described in an article of a none published confidential document .
The radial force is calculated for each of the nine stator teeths and summed vectorily.
This method is not used, because it was under the assumption that the Bm2-term (the
effect of the permanent magnet) in the force-Iaw is zero, because the stator/magnet
combination is 'symmetrie' in an "9*8"-slot/pole combination. In the practical situation
this 'symmetry' is not true in the (9*8)-combination (see figure 3.1). To proof that this
force is not zero measurements are done with motor type" 145" (9*8-combination). In the
centric position we measured a force in the radial direction of 1.2 [N] (NdFeB-magnet).
Appendix B gives an example of the measurement.
There is also simulated a 3-dimensional model of this "145"-motor with a finite element
program "Tosca" (simulated by the Nat.Lab). The conclusions of these simulations are
that there is a radial force with a periodic nature, even in the perfect centric position of
(2.4) [N]. So there are two examples which demonstrate that in the practical situation
there is always a radial force in the direction of the slot. Further investigation to the
varying periodical forces in the centric possition is decribed in [D] and is beyond the
scope of this rapport.

Fr
c::::::::>

figure 3.1 The direction of the radial force (9*8-combination)
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The subject of this project is to measure and predict the unwanted radial forces when the
stator and rotor are placed in an eccentric position with respect to each other.

In the following section the model of Ackermann [A] is described and for five types 0

motors the radial magnetic stiffness (or UMP) were calculated with the equations of [A].
There is also introduced the Carter coefficient in this equation, because in the model is
assumed that the stator is smooth. The conclusions of this following section will bring us
to the choice of solving the problem with a new motor model for calculating (or predic
ting) the radial magnetic stiffness.

3.1 The existing motor Model

The paper [A] presents two analytical models for calculating unbalanced magnetic pull for
permanent magnet motors. These models are based on a one-dimensional and a two
dimensional representation of the magnetic field in the air gap respectively.
For calculating the ump the motor-configuration is simplified. In this configuration the
iron stator surface are assumed to be smooth, the iron is ideal, only the magnet magne
tomotive force is taken into account, and it is assumed that the magnetization is directed
radial, and it dependents on the position along the circumference is symmetrie with
respect to the pole separations. The relative permeability of the magnet is assumed to be
to that of the air gap (J.l.rec =1) and the length of the motor is infinite. Appendix A gives
the equation of the radial magnet field and the magnetic stiffness.
To put the eccentricity into the model, the radius Rs is replaced by Rs(1 +ECOS 4').

back-iron
l1agnet ----..- ..

figure 3.2. Simplified motor model of Ackermann
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For five types of hdd motors the magnetic stiffness has been measured (with the force
measuring arrangement of chapter 2). This stiffness is also calculated with the equations
of the article. If we compare these results, it appears to be that the calculated values of
the five motor types are twice the measured.
The stator-slotting is neglected in the simplified model. However slotting influences the
magnetic field. It reduces the total flux per pole and this effect is usually accounted for by
introducing the Carter coefficient Kc into the calculation. Therefore we introduce the
Carter coefficient into the equations of the article [A]. An article that also uses Carter is
[J].

We used two ways to transform the radius of the stator or rotor. This two are using the
effective airgap (Rr-Rs), because the J1.rec of the magnet is almost equal of air. A
disadvantage of the method is that the total magnet thickness is responsible for the
magnetic field in the airgap and not only an infinitely small magnet on the radius ~.

6 -""'--_----'>.L-__--"oL- _

Lm

g

figure 3.3. dimensions of slotted stator

To introduce the new (larger) air gaps, it is possible to increase the rotor radius or
decrease the stator radius.
For example, the imaginary air gap by decreasing the stator radius Rs into Rs':

where Kc is the Carter coefficient and is approximated by

f is a function of the ratio slot width/gap length (Slo) and this relationship is given in the
graph of appendix A. The table below gives the values of the measurements and the
calculations (with and without Carter coefficient) of the radial magnetic stiffness.
If we increase the rotorradius Rm with the imaginary airgap, we hold:
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3.2 Calculations

The two calculations A-B (tabel 3a and 3b) and the measurements are done for permanent
magnets (NdFeB) with a remanent magnetization of 0,7 [T]. This magnet is an isotropic
material, so the practical magnet is not a radially magnetized magnet like the theoritical
one of the model.
The colomns E and F give the measured calculated values of motortype "145" when the
magnet is a "plastic Ferrite"-magnet with a remanent magnetization of 0,245 T. The
magnetization is radial and is in agreement with the theoritical situation of this model.

A. g' =g+ lm (rotor radius is constant)
B. g' =g+lm (stator radius is constant)

motortype meas. meas. Calc. A Calc.
slotted solid 2-Dim 2-Dim
[N/mm] [N/mm] [N/mm] [N/mm]

0301 9 11,5 18,9 17,4

0304 38,9 - 80 71

145 46,5 (50) 57,6 92,7 83,1

1302 17,2 24 35,8 30,2

1301 30,6 46 61,7 45,1

table 3a
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motor B Calc. Feritte Feritte
type 2-Dim (meas) (calc)

[N/mm] [N/mm] [N/mm]

0301 16,6

0304 71,3

145 80,8 12,5 11,1

1302 30,4

1301 47,9

table 3b

If we compare the measured (massive) results (NdFeB-magnet) with the calculated values
we can conclude that the calculations are not in common with the measurements. Maybe
this is the effect of the assumption that the magnet of the model is radially magnetized
and the practical magnet is not radially magnetized, because this an single sided magneti
zed magnet.

The effect of the Carter coefficient is small the two situations. The difference between
with or without Carter coefficient is also given in table (3a) and is small. If we compare
the calculted values this with the measured values, we can say that there is a large
difference between them.

In the situation of the "Plastic Ferrite"-magnet the difference between the measured and
calculated values of the "145"-motor is small. This ferrite magnet is a radially magnetized
magnet.
So if we make a "NdFeB"-magnet of segments maybe it is possible that there is also no
difference between the measured and calculated values. The segments are not exact
radially magnetized, but rather parallel magnetization. If the pole pitch is small there
could be assumed that there is a radial magnetization. There are done measurements with
this "radial" magnetized magnet, but the measured value of the magnetic stiffness is still
much smaller than the calculated (50 N/mm). It was not possible to do measurement with
the solid stator and the segmented rotor because the side wall force are too large for the
fma system.
It could also be that the differences of the two magnets (NdFeB or Ferrite) is the
saturation of the back iron of the rotor, when there is a NdFeB magnet.
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3.3 Conclusions

The measured and calculated (with or without Carter) values of the magnetic stiffness are
not close enough toeach other for the NdFeB-magnet, so there is a neccessity to adjuste
the analytical model. This new model must have new corrections (or differences). The
following six items are the prospects for creating a more exact model.

1. The relative permeability of the magnet is not equal of air, but the J.Lrec of the
magnet NdFeB is 1,15. So the permeability have to be a variabie of the force
calculation.

2. The magnetization of the real motor magnet has in addition a radial-component, a
tangential component exists. Not only the radial component gives a radial field
component in the air gap but the tangential component also causes an radial
component in the radial component of the magnetic field in the airgap. So we need
a model which is valid for more types of magnetization patterns.

3. The description of the eccentricity could be more exact, because when the stator is
placed eccentric the field at the stator surface is also changed. In the Ackermann
model is the air gap modulated, so the air gap in the whole motor is assumed to be
changed with the same value when the stator and rotor are placed eccentric wiyh
respect to each other. A way to find the new field at the surface is to make use of
the disturbtion method [].

4. The stator is slotted.

5. There are no end effects so the length of the stator is finite (field calculation) .

6. Maybe there is saturation in the backiron of the rotor.

The first three corrections are easy to realizable, but the last three are very difficult to
accomplish with analytical tools. In the next section, we will try to explore a new motor
model, where the first three items are used.
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4.THEORITICAL DERIVATION OF THE RADIAL FORCE

In this section we will give the analytical technique for predicting the field distribution in
the magnet and airgap region for permanent magnet motors with centric rotor. If we put
the rotor eccentric we get a new field distribution at the stator surface and in the airgap
region. The description of this new field is also given in this section. The force acting on
the stator is calculated by adding up the corresponding components of Maxwell's stress
tensor across the surface of the stator in the eccentric position.

4.1 Analytical technique for predicting the instantaneous
field distribution in the airgap region

4.1.1 Basic Theory

According to Maxwell in a magnetic system the flux density is divergence free:

v.E=O
(4.1.1)

If there are no conducting currents in the system then the magnetic field is curl free:

vxH=O (fH. dl=O)
(4.1.2)

Thus the magnetic field can be described by the scalar magnetic potential 4>:

H=-v<l> vx (v<l» =0
(4.1.3)

It can be shown that the flux density produced at all points outside a permanent magnet
having uniform magnetization (the whole magnetization of the magnet is constant) is
exactly that which would be produced by a current distribution on the surface of the
magnet of density k=Mxn in [Alm], where n is the unit normal vector to the magnet
surface. This principle is called Ampere's model of the permanent magnet and a simpli
fied example is given in figure 4.1.

13
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figure 4.1 Simplified current model of permanent magnet

Suppose, that J1.rec is constant, the magnetic induction in the permanent magnet can be
described by :

(4.1.4)

Then we can introduce the magnetic field H',which is the difference between the
magnetic field Hand the coercive field Hco (Hco is negative) and it holds that:

~
B=1l Il Hl - HI=H+--- ror'e~ --

~rec

~
vxH!.=vx-=J

IJree

vxH=O

(4.1.5)

A current distribution I on the surface of the magnet can be found from the fields .H and
H', whose value k=(Mo/J1.rec)xn.

A two dimensional solution for the field distribution is a classic problem, when divH is
zero and J1.rec is constant in the magnet, and is found by solving Laplace equation of the
magnetic potential in polar coordinates. But the surface of the magnet the divH is not
equal to zero, but can be represented by magnetized surface charges.

14



In our cylindrical multi-pole motor there are two spaces (an airgap, a not uniformly
magnetized permanent magnet). In the airgap Laplace can be used, because:

v.B. =0 - v.H=0 -

v.H=- v.( v4» =A4> =0

In our cylindrical magnetized permanent magnet ("'ree = constant) is :

B=~o~reP+~o~ -

~
v.ll.=O = v.H=-v.-'fO =

~rtc

(4.1.6)

(4.1.7)

According to eq.4.1.7 the Laplace equation is not valid in the magnet, so we have to use
the Poisson-equation. A method where we still can use the Laplace-equation for this
magnet is to devide this magnet into an infinite number of infinitely thin current layers.
With eq. 4.1.5 we can prove that Laplace is valid on the current layer for the new H'.
Figure 4.2 gives an impression of one current layer in the magnet.

This current is caused by the magnetization (radial and tangential) of the magnet. 50 if we
vary the layer from Rm to Rr there cao be found the contribution of the inside of the
magnet to the total field in the air gap region .
According to the uniform magnetized magnet of figure 4.1 we proved that there is a
current sheet at the surface. If there is not a radially magnetized multi-pole magnet we
cao prove with K = Mxn that there is a current sheet on both curved surfaces of the
magnet, which gives also a contribution to the field in the air gap region.

In our problem the space between the stator-iron and the back-iron (rotor-iron) is devided
into three parts in which the "LaPlace"-equation is valid. The source of the magnetic field
is known by the boundary conditions.
Figure 4.2 gives an simplified impression of the model.

15
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Rr

JdR K2 Rs

figure 4.2 simplified model (l +2 is the magnet, 3 is the airgap and 111 is iron)

It is possible to use the "Laplace" equation in polar coordinates and is given in Stratton
[L] (p.162):

(4.1.8)

The integration coefficients in the solution are found by applying the boundary conditions
satisfying a continious normal flux density and tangential field strength at the boundaries.
The radial and tangential component of the magnetic field Hr and H~, respectively, are
related to the scalair potential tP ([L] p.Sl).

H=-v<t> -

H = - éJ<f>
r ar

In genera! the boundary conditions are:

(J1-~o~(l) (B_~o~(2)

nx =nx----
~rec2

16
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Where !l is the normal vector on the surface and figure 4.3 gives an impression of these
boundary conditions.

Htl

l~
/' Ht2

2

figure 4.3 The boundary conditions

\ Br2

(4.1.11)

To simplify the analytical field calculation of a permanent magnet motor there are made
some assumptions on our model (see also section 3.3):

End effects are ignored
The permeability of the iron parts in the rotor is assumed to be infinite
The permanent magnet is assumed to be isotropie and having a magnetization .Mo
as a function of r and cp.
The magnetic field H will be calculated instead of the magnetic induction B
because assumption 2 says that f.l.r is infinite. If we use the induction B then we
have to define more regions. The last situation is used in finite element methods
where B=curl(A) (A is vector potential).

The general solution of the "Laplace"-equation is described in the literature of Stratton
[L]. So we take this general solution for the three parts. We only take the cos-component
for the radial component of the magnetization and the sine-component for the tangential
magnetization, because the magnetization depences on the position along the circumferen
ce and is symmetrie with respect to the pole centers and the pole separations. So there is
valid (see also figure 4.2):

MOr(r,q» =MOr(r, -q» - MOr =MOr(r)cosncp

17



In the next section we will solve the magnetic field problem and can be splitt up into two
parts:

(1) Calculation of the field produced by the infinitely small current layers in the magnet
[A/m].

(2) Calculation of the field produced by infinitely thin current sheets on the curved
surface of the magnet [A/m].

The superposition of both calculations will give the total field.

4.1.2 The Calculation as a result of the infinitely current layers in the magnet

For this calculation we take the influence of the J.dR-(term.) and is described in figure
4.4 This term is an infinitely small surface current on radius R and on both sides of this
current layer is magnet material having the permeability of Jl-rec. For the total field we
have to integrate the infinitely small current layer to the thickness of the magnet.
According to equation (4.1.6) and (4.1.7) we can use Laplace.

Rr

JdR Rs

figure 4.4 infinitely current layer

The general solutions of the "Laplace"-equation of the three parts are according of to
Stratton [L] :

(4. 1. 12a)

(4. 1. 12b)
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(4. 1. 12c)

The solution of the magnetic potential and equation (4.9) gives the equation of the
magnetic field in the radial and tangential directions. There are six unknows in these
equations, so if there are six boundary conditions we could find the total solution of this
problem. The boundary conditions are (in general see equation (4.10), where H is the H'
of eq. 4.1.5 :

(1) H~l(r=Rr)=O

(2) H/91(r=R)-HIf2(r=R)=J.dR

(3) Hrl(r=R) =Hr2(r=R)

(4) HIf2(r=Rm)=HIf3(r=Rm)

(5) ~recHr2(r=Rm)=Hrir=Rm)

(6) H/93(r=Rs)=O

(4.1.14)

If we put this boundary conditions into the general solution of the "Laplace"-equation we
get six equations with six unknows (~(1) b (1) ~ (2) b (2) a (3) b (3» We can represent-n ' n '11 ' n ' n , n •
these equations by using a matrix equation notOO as foIIows:

(1)an

b(1)
n

(2)an (4.1.15)C = R
b(2)

n

(3)an

b(3)
n

In an other notation system it holds:
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[ c H (4.1.16)

R
n R-n 0 0 0 0 0r r

R n R-IJ -R n -R-IJ 0 0 J'dRn

R n-1 _R-n-1 ,_Rn-1 R-n- I 0 0 0

0 0 R n R-IJ _R n _R-n 0 (4.1.16)
111 Ift Hf Hf

n-l -n-I

0 0 R n- 1 _R-n - 1 -RIft Rilt
0--m m

~rec ~rec

0 0 0 0 R
n R-n 0s s

The term J'n.dR is (when n =(2k+ l)p with k=O, 1,2,3 ...and l (eq.4.1.5»:

JR
J~.dR=_n-dR

n

(4.1.18)

J is a function of sin(ncp) because eq. 4.1.11 and the next eq. 4.1.19. will give this for J.

VX~ 1 a(rMoq» aMor ~
J=--=-( --).-

~rec r ar a<p ~rec

J=L !asin(n<p)

(4.1.19)

We cao find the solution of this matrix by Gauss elimination or by calculating the matrix
with the computer (mathematic program: "Mapie"). The magnetic field of the airgap is
important for the force calculations. The calculated values a(3)n and b(3)nare:

A (3)
B(3)=( __n_)

n -211
Rs
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a (3) =a (3)'dR
n n

This is for an infinitely small current layer in the magnét so the total A(3)nis:

(4.1.20)

(4.1.22)

So the magnet induction of the airgap as a result of the current J in the magnet is :

(3) (3) r -n-l
B =" -11 nA (rn-1+--)cosnq>

r L..-n=1.3,5 "'0 n R-211
s

(3) (3) r -n-l
B =" ~ nA (rn-1-__)sinnq>

lp L..-n=1.3,5 0 n -211
Rs

(4.1.23)

According to equation 4.1.19 we can see that this infinitely small layer J.dR is caused by
both the radial and the tangential component of the magnetization in the multi-pole
magnet of the motor.
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4.1.2 The calculation as a result of the current sheets on the curved surfaces of magnet.

At the curved surfaces the angle t> between the normal unit vector n and Mo is contini
ously varying, resulting in a variabie current sheet at the curved surfaces. These current
sheets are called Kl and K2 (See eq. 4.1.29). In figure 4.5 is given an example where we
suppose that for a situation the direction of the magnetization Mo is as given in the figure
4.5.

K1 ..

1 Rr

K2
Rs

figure 4.5 Current sheets Kl en K2 in the model

In the permanent magnet (area 1 ) and the airgap (3) the "Laplace"-equation for the scalar
potential ~ is valid. So we get two equations for ~l and ~2 with four unknows. The
boundary conditions in this case are:

(1) H(l)(r=R )=K
fjl r 1

(2)H~1)(r=Rm)-H~3)(r=Rm)=K2

(3) ~rl!cH;l)(r=Rm)=H?)(r=Rm)
(4.1.24)

If the boundary condition are put into the two equations of~, we get a 4*4 matrix.

The solution of An(3), and Bn(3), are important for the prediction field in the airgap due
to the tangential component of the magnetization is present at the radii Rm and Rr of the
magnet. The calculated values of An(3), and Bn(3), are (notation system of eq. 4.1.15) :
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1 R-2n 0 0
,

r Kin

1
-211 -1 _R-2n ](.'R". ". 211

-211 (4.1.25)

1 -R;.2n 1 R".
0

~rec ~rec

0 0 1
-211

0Rs

with
(4.1.26)

wheTe n=p(2k+1) k= 0,1,2,3...

(3)' A (3)'
B =(--)

,. -211
Rs

(4.1.27)

So the magnet induction in the airgap as a result of the current sheets Kl en Kz on the
curved surface of the magnet is :

(3)' (3)' T -11-1
B ;:'" -~ nA (T"- I +--)cosntn

r L..","~I,3,5 0 11 R -211 T

s

(3)' (3)' T -n-I
B ='" ~ nA (T"-I )sinn tn

qJ L..",,.=I,3,5 0 11 -211 T

Rs

(4.1.28)

According to eq. 4.1.28 we see that the curved sheets on the surface are caused by
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tangential the component of the magnetization .
Now we have the total magnetic induction of the airgap and the values of the
surface current (distribution of Mo) sheets are known. For the surface current sheets is

valid (see also figure 4.1):

(4.1.29)

The total magnet induction in the airgap as a result of the radial and tangential component
of the magnetization is the superposition of the equations 4.1.23 and 4.1.28. The total B
is then:

(4.1.30)

(3) (3)' r -1&-1
B :::11 n(A +A )(r"-1- __)sin n tn

qJn'-O 11 n R -211 T

S

The magnetic induction on the radius Rr and Rm are also known, because solving the
matrix will give us A(1), B(l), A(2), B(2) and is given in appendix E.

In appendix D is derived an expression for the magnetic induction B at the surface of the
stator, when the magnetization is radial and J1. rec is 1. This expression is in line with the
results of Ackermann [Al.
With a computer program, which is written in "c" (appendix i), is it possible for four
different types of magnetization (radial, trapezium, parallel and sinusoid) to predict the
first eight harmonies of the radial field at the surface of the stator. The field equations in
the program are according to the equations derived in this chapter (eq. 4.1.19, 4.1.28,
4.1.30).

In the following section we need the field in the air gap for centric position to calculate
the total radial force between the rotor and stator in the eccentric position.
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4.2 Eccentricity of the rotor

To find the field distribution with eccentric rotor a special perturbation method is applied
to both the original field and the boundary condition on the stator surface.
If we place the rotor eccentric, the magnetic field in the airgap region will change.
The magnetic field of the stator surface can be expressed in the Magnetic field Ho of the
centric position increased by an eccentricity € multiplied by a disturbance of the magnetic
field (in cylindrical coordinates system). So we get the next equations for the field:

H,=H,o +eH'l +(e2HJ+ .

H" =H"o+eH"l +(e
2
H"J+ .

(4.2.1)

where (E<1)

Hrl , Hr2,... and H~ l' . .. are also functions of rand cp.
The relative eccentricity f is small because e( =0,1 mm) and Rs (=9,13 mm). So the
second order term f2 is very small and therefore we only take into account the first order
term of f. An indirect prove that there is only a first order effect in our case is given in
the measurements, because the measured graphs (F=f(x)) are linear functions.
In the centric position of the rotor we get the normal vector n and in the eccentric
position there is a new normal n'. The normal n' can be expressed in cylindrical
coordinates and it holds:

n=i:...r
(4.2.2)

n!.=i'1 +es)+ebi - n!.=i +ebi~ ~ :.L.::.op.

So if € is zero, we get the normal n.
The centric-eccentric coordinates transformation will give us the expression for the
unknows a and b, which are a function of e and cp (see figure 4.6). The appendix H
describes the calculations of a and b.

figure 4.6
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A boundary condition at the new (eccentric position) surface is

n!.xH!.=O

where H'is the new magnetic field of the stator surface. For H' we write:

H. H'· H"= ,!L+ ,,!.

(4.2.3)

(4.2.4)

A method to express the magnetic field H' in field H(definied in 4.2.1), is to do this with
progression. Then for H':

I aH,
H,=H,+( ar )r=R.dr

I aH.,
H =H +(-) Rdr

'" lp ar'··

(4.2.5)

The term dr is a function of eccentricity E and angle <p and in appendix H an expression
for dr is derived. If we use the boundary condition 4.2.3 and equation 4.2.5, we get for
the first order terms (r= Rs):

I I
H,be-H,,(1 +8e) =0 -

aH aH
(H +-'dt)be -(H +-"dt)(1 +8€) =0

, ar '" ar

(4.2.6)

where a=-IIlEsin2<p, b= sin <p and dr= cOS(<p)RsE and so we get three equations with
three unknowns.
In our case it is not neccessary to take the second order effect but we could bring the
second order effect in the model, if we put eq. 4.2.1 with the E2 in eq. 4.2.5. The
working out of this second order effect is beyond the scope of this report.

If equation 4.2.6 is worked out, we obtain the next expression :
aH 0

bHtO-H",1-cRII a; =0 (r=RJ (4.2.7)

The equations of the magnetic field HrO and H <Po on the surface of the stator are given
below, but derived in chapter 4.1 (eq.4.1.28), where xn is a positive constant.
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(4.2.8)
I -n-1

H =n(a(2)+a(3»(,n-1 __'_)sinn tn
'POn n n R-2n T

•
-n-1

H (,=R \=X (,n-1_-'-)sinnq> =0
'POll si n R -2n

•
Solving the problem of eq. 4.2.5 we need the aHlp/ar at the stator surface. This holds:

(4.2.9)

If eq. 4.2.8 ,4.2.9 and the values b,c are substituted into 4.2.6 we find for the magnetic
field HII'I (r=Rs) in the eccentric position :

(4.2.10)

2X R n-1( . . )=- n $ slnq>cosnq> +flCOSq>slnnq>

The magnetic field HII'I consists of two components of different periodicity. A method to
find Hrl and HII'I is to make a field calculation in a simular way which is described in
section 4.1 .. In this new situation the source component of the field is not in the perma
nent magnet, but HII'I (r=Rs) =HII'I is a boundary condition on the stator surface and the
source of the field Hrl and HII'I in the air gap region.
Appendix G gives this field calculation and the radial component of the magnetic field.
According to this appendix G there is for Hrl and HII'I:
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R R n-1 R R (n)
(~) (_S)+(_S)

2 R Rn-1 Rf m m
Hft=+XnRs «n-1) .cos(n-1)<p

1_( RS )2(n-1)
Rf

R R (n+1) R R (n+2)
(~) (-")+(-")

R2 Rm Rm
+(n+1) f .cos(n+1)<p)

R 2(n+1)
1-(--.!)

Rf

(4.2.13)

If Q1. Q2. Q3. Q4 are introduced we get the next simplified expression:

(4.2.13)

(4.2.14)

(4.2.14)

The expressions of Hw Hrl • H.pû. Hip1 are known so we can put them into the total
magnetic field if € > 0 :
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4.3 Force Calculation

A method to calculate the force acting on the inner ring is the Maxwell' s stress tensor
method [M]. It is beyond the scope of this report to give the derivation of this method.
The force acting on the stator is calculated by adding up the correspondending compo
nents of Maxwell's stress tensor across the surface of the stator. For the model there is:

(4.3.1 )

According to article [A] we could take a displacement in the x-direction for p> 1, the ~
vanishes and kx is independent of 8. This means that the ump points always into the
direction of displacement of the stator and is independent of the angle of rotation of the
outer ring. 80 we only have Fx :

(2.3.2)

We have chosen Rsurface=Rm' because this surface must always include the stator.
(Rm > Rs + e). We know the radial and the tangential components of the magnetic field,
so we can calculate this equation. For the radial field components Bro and Brl and using
the expression R = Rm we get the following force Fx

(4.3.3)

If we substitute the expressions for BrO' Brl , B'I'o' B'I'l for r=Rm in eq. 4.3.3, then the
equation for the magnetic stiffness is for p> I (more than one pole pair):

If we simplify the expression:

(4.3.5)

(4.3.6)
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In the case of two poles (p= 1) the constant Xl and the magnetic stiffness are different. kl
is then:

(4.3.7

Appendix I gives a computer program where we can predict the radial magnetic stiffness
according to the derived equation (4.3.4).
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5 VERIFICATION

This section will compare the predictions obtained from the analytical model with the
measured resu1ts of chapter 3. The motor' 145' is our reference, its magnet is single
sided magnetized. The exact magnetization distribution of this single sided magnetized
magnet is not known, so for checking the theory also a radially magnetized ferrite magnet
(F4) and a parallel magnetized NdFeB (NP-lIL) magnet are used.

The analytical model is assumed to have no saturation in the back-iron. To check
saturation and the field calculation for the sinusoidal magnetization of the magnet the
finite element method (opera2d) is used.

5.1 Comparison between measured and calculated results

To check the calculated field in the airgap we can measure the flux density with a Hall
sensor. If the measured and calculated values are simular, we can conclude that the first
step of our theory, the calculation of the magnetic field, is correct.
The Hall-sensor is positioned at the surface of the stator, and the rotor magnet is rotated
slowly (12 rpm). The signal of the Hall-sensor is sent to a spectrum analyser, which gives
information about the harmonics of the measured flux density at the surface. The exact
distance between the sensitive volume of the sensor and the inner rotor surface is impor
tant, because knowing this distance we can calculated the flux density on the inner surface
of the rotor. The relation (Rm/Rx)<n-l) gives the relation between the measured flux
density and the field at the magnet surface. Rx is the radius of the sensitive volume of
Hall-sensor. To make it easy, the Hall sensor is fixed at the surface of the stator.

Using the existing stator of the "145"-motor, it is not possible to put the sensor in the air
gap region. However making the stator radius smaller we can put the sensor at the stator
surface in the air gap. The new stator radius is 8,66 mmo
In chapter 2.2 is presented the difference between single, double sided, parallel and radial
magnetization. Motor "145", which is our reference, contains a single sided anisotropic
magnet. There are also made two other rotor magnets, one of segments which are
parallelly magnetized and the other is an anisotropic magnet (Ferrite), which is radially
magnetized.
The magnetizing current is very high and the magnet thickness is small, so that we can
assume that the magnetude of the magnetization Mo is constant (independent of the radius
R and the angle cp).

With the calculated field expressions of section 4.1 we can calculated the field in the air
gap region and the radial magnetic stiffness k. The calculations and measurements of the
three magnets are given in table 5A.
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In column 6 of table SA are given the results of the field simulation with the finite
element method (OPERA2D). Column 7 presents the stiffness when the measured values
(only first three harmonies have been measured) of the magnetic induction are substituted
in the analytical force equation of section 4.3.. Column 8 gives the real measured values
with the force measuring arrangement. The last column presents the analytically calcula
ted results of the first eight harmonies of our model.

magnet magne- har B(Rs) B(Rs) B(Rs) K K total K total
material tization [T] [T] [T] [N/mm] [N/mm] [N/mm]

meas. calc. simul. calc. meas. calc.
1 2 3 4 5 6 (meas. B) 8 (8 har.)9

Ferrite radial 1 0.186 0.187 - 3.21 4.25 3.21

3 0.043 0.042 - -

5 0.014 0.014 - -

NdFeB parallel 1 0.391 0.498 0.471 13.3 20.04 21.73

3 0.083 0.107 0.103

5 0.028 0.036 0.015

NdfeB SIN 1 - 0.527 0.511 21.33

NdFeB Single 1 0.373 - 10.92 16.84

3 0.028 - -

NdFeB Trapez 1 - 0.501 - 20,51

3 - 0.061 -

5 - 0.0069 -

TABLE SA

For the ferrite magnet in the ' 145' motor the measured results of the magnetic induction
are similar to the calculated (less than 1%). The calculated radial magnetic stiffness is not
in good agreement with the measured k (deviation about 20%).

The segmented NdFeB-magnet is parallel magnetized and this magnetization distribution
can be used in the analytical model. In the table SA we see that the measured Band
calculated B at the surface of the stator not in good agreement with each other, while the
simulated (FEM) results are almost similar to the analytically calculated ones.
The deviation between measured and calculated magnetic stiffness is small. The K
deviation is 8% and deviation between the measured and calculated magnetic induction is
about 21 %.
The k-value calculated with the measured B is smaller than the measured k-value.
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Why the analytical k-results of the ferrite magnet are not similar to the measured is not
explored. Further investigation of the used perturbation method is neccesary, but the time
fails to verify the results of the other hdd motor types in this project.

The reason why the measured 'NdFeB-magnet' B-values are not close to the calculated
has been investigated.

First we can suppose that there is saturation in the back-iron, which decreases the
magnetic induction in the air gap region, but a 2D-simulation with OPERA leams
that there is no saturation. The BH-curve of the back-iron, which has been used in
OPERA2D, is according to the data of the manufacturer. However it could be that
the real back-iron has a BH-curve which is not similar to that provided by the
manufacturer.
Measuring the BH-curve of the back-iron can give information about the correct
ness of the given curve. An other method to prove that there is saturation is to
measure the stray field at the outside of the back-iron [Nl.
It is not clear what the cause of the deviation is, but saturation in the back iron is
still a possibility.

If the end effect is so strong we must also observe that in the B-results of the
ferrite magnet. The difference between the magnetic field measurements at the
edge of the surface and the field in the middle of the surface is almost negligible,
so there may be concluded that this is not the cause of the deviation.

We supposed that the segment magnetization pattern is exactly parallel magnetized.
The way of magnetization of a magnet segment is almost correct, maybe the
corner of the segment is not exactly parallel magnetized, but this can not be the
reason for such a large deviation for the Ith and 3th harmonics of the magnetic
induction.

It could be possible that the magnet is not fully magnetized. To check this we
measured the magnetic induction of a segment with another calibrated Hall sensor
at the middle of the outer surface. With a finite element package (ELCUT) the
field of the segment was simulated. The measured result is 72.5 mT and the
simulated result is 71.5 mT, so we can conclude that the segmented magnet is
fully magnetized in the middle of the magnet. On the corner of the segment it is
not proved that the segment is fully magnetized, because it is very difficult to
position the Hall-sensor exactly.

For the sinusoidal magnetized magnet a practical model is not available, so we checked
our analytical calculation with the simulated numerical ones of the f.e.m (opera2D). The
calculated and simulated results are similar to each other.
It is important to know the exact magnetization pattern of the rotor then it is possible to
substitute it in the motor model. The ability to predict the machine performance, taking
the distribution of magnetization into account, will be of great value to the motor
designer. A method to measure the magnetization is not available. Maybe it is possible to
simulate the magnetization proces in a magnetization fixture, using the finite element
method.
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5.2 Theoretical results

The magnetic stiffness kof eq. 4.3.4 is a quantity characterizing ump that dominates the
design of the bearing system. The ump is influenced by many factors. The most important
ones follow from the analytical motor model of this report. In this section we will discuss
the influence of some factors. We take motor' 145'as our reference.

Equation 4.3.5 for k depends on the active length I of the motor, the amplitude of the
magnetic field in the air gap, which is represented by the coefficient of the Fourier series
representation of the magnetization pattern of the magnet. Kn is a dimensionless parameter
of the magnetic stiffnes expression.
Essential for the motor performance is the active length and the amplitude of the radial
magnetic field component in the air gap. It is not likely that the length of the motor can
be reduced significantly in order to reduce u.m.p. The magnetization pattern and the Kn
are the parameters which can be influenced in order to reduce u.m.p. In figure 5.1 is
shown, the ~ increases drastically when R/Rr approaches the value 0.9. So the distance
between stator iron and back iron is essential and the u.m.p can be limited by choosing an
appropriate value of R/Rf" The magnetization distribution also influences the ump in
figure 5.1 the k-values for a radial and sinusoidal magnetization do not differ much. The
sinusoidal magnetization gives a smaller stiffness than the radial one, only when the R/Rr
is larger than 0.8. This is caused by the higher harmonical components of the radial
magnetization.
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figure 5.1 k= f(R/Rr )

Rr is constant
Rs is varying
If the ratio Rs/Rr=O,9 than Rs/Rr=Rm/Rr (air gap is zero)
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Increasing the number of pole pairs p of the magnet the k-value will increase when the
magnetization is radial, parallel or trapezoidal. A sinusoidal magnetization gives a
decreasing k if the number of poles is increasing. Figure 5.2 illustrates the magnetic
stiffness k as a function of the pole pair number p when the motor has more than two
poles.
To reduce ump it is better to use sinusoidal magnetization when p is 4 or larger.
This is also true for other hdd motor types.
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figure 5.2 k=f(p) The existing Motor type' 145' has 4 pole pairs.

For p= 1, the reference motor with a radially magnetized magnet gives a calculated
stiffness of 64 N/mm, and this motor with a sinusoidally magnetized magnet gives a
calculated stiffness of 146 N/mm.
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The thickness of the magnet can also be an important motor parameter for reducing ump.
Figure 5.3 gives an impression of the dependency on Rm when Rs and are both constant
and the ratio Rs/Rr is 0,9.
If the thickness of the magnet is decreasing (or Rm is increasing) we observe that the
ump is decreasing. If Rm=Rr= 10.35 mm the k-value is zero.
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A other new item in this force prediction is the permeability J.l. rec of the magnet, which is
assumed to be not equal to 1. Figure 5.4 illustrates the magnetic stiffness k as a function
of the permeability of the magnet. As expected the magnetic stiffness k is decreasing
when J.l. rec is increasing. The changed k between J.l. rec =1 and J.l.rec =1.15 is 6%.
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figure 5.4 k=f(J.l.rec) Motor type '145' has a permeability of 1.15.
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5.3 The Carter-factor

In chapter 3 we introduce the Carter-factor in the existing motor model of Ackermann for
our hdd motor to explore arelation between the results of an unslotted stator and a slotted
stator. The calculation A (tabie 3a page 11) of our reference motor with the Perrite
magnet gives a 8% lower value of the stiffness by introducing the Carter-factor. The
difference between the measured values of the unslotted stator and the slotted stator is
18%. The force calculation with our model also gives a difference of 8 % between slotted
and unslotted stator. As an example the differences of the ferrite rotor are given in table
5.2.
There could be conc1uded that for the radial force calculations with a unslotted stator of
the '145' type, introduction of the Carter-factor gives a smaller reduction of the force
than the measurements shows. Por the other motor types our model will give also a
smaller reduction of the the radial force by introducing the Carter-factor than the
measurements show, and this smaller reduction is in agreement with chapter 3.2 where
the Carter-factor has been introduced in the Ackermann model.

Perrite k [n/mm] solid k [n/mm] slotted Deviation

measured 12.5 10.22 19 %

calculated 9.3 8.6 8 %

table 5.2
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6.CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

conclusions

There has been developed an analytical theory for the prediction of the radial magnetic
stiffness in brushless permanent magnet motors. This theory has been verified using
measurements and finite element calculations for reference motor ' 145'. In this model it
is possible to predict the stiffness for different types of magnetization pattems. The
permeability is also a variabie of the model, but the influence of this variabie on the
magnetic stiffness is not of great importance.

The analytical field calculation with the isotropic NdFeB magnets gives results that are
not in agreement with the measured ones (deviation about 20%), whereas with the
anisotropic ferrite magnet the calculated results are in good agreement with the measured
ones (deviation less than 1%). However analytically calculated magnetic stiffness for the
NdFeB magnets are in agreement with the measured results (about 8% too large),
whereas for the ferrite magnets k-values are found that are about 20 % too smalI.

The analytical model explains the qualitative behaviour of ump and gives quantitative
accurate k-values for the NdFeB magnet. The parameters, influencing ump values are (1)
the number of pole pairs of the magnet, (2) the magnetization pattern of the magnet and
(3) the ratio of the radii at the boundaries between the air gap and the back iron.

There can be concluded that the perturbation method for introducing the eccentricity
effect is adequate for predicting the K-results of the NdFeB magnet motor and less
accurate for those of the Ferrite magnet.

The cause why the measured and calculated B-values of the NdFeB-magnet are not
similar to each other has been investigated, but there is not found a solution for this
deviation. Maybe it is the saturation in the back-iron which causes a decrease in magnetic
field in the airgap region.

The introduction of the Carter-factor for unslotted stators gives a smaller reduction in the
calculated radial force than the reduction found in the measured experiences.
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Recommendations

It is necessary to check the used perturbation method for other hdd motor types is .

Saturation in the back-iron can be checked (or proved) by :

- Measuring the stray field at the outside radius of the back-iron.
- Measuring the BH-curve of the back-iron, and comparing it with the curve of the

provided by the manufacturer.

There is a necessity to know more exactly about the magnetization pattern of the real
magnet. This can be done by a finite element simulation of the magnetization proces in
the fixture for the magnet.

The parameters, which influence the ump, are also influence the other motor characteris
tics. So it is very interesting to compare the design parameter values reducing ump with
the design parameters that optimize the motor drive properties.

The end effects are assumed to be neglected. A 3D simulation with the finite element
method can check the influence of the end effects on ump.
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Appendix A (fma)

(Copy of testrapport)
1 Introduction

To check the accuracy of the force measuring arrangement (fma) we have to do some
measurements which gives information about the calibration, zero setting, accuracy of the
measured force values, eccentricity, stiffness.
In this report the methods of the measurements and results (graphic representation ) are
described.
There are no precise demands on the fma, but the engineers would expect a minimal
accuracy of the position of 0,02 mm (airgaps of 0, 15mm in motors) and at least 10 %
accuracy of the measured forces (0-SN).

2 Measuring arrangements

The tota! force measuring arrangement consists of (see appendix 0):

- Mechanical part of the arrangement with 2 blocks :
Block 1 : Contains the strain gauges, collets and fixing hole for stator or rotor
block 2 : Contains the positionsetting (x,y), collets and fixing hole for rotor or
stator, which can be rotated by a drive motor.

- 2 position transducers (x-,y-direction) which are connected with 2 Tesatronic TT20
amplifiers.

- 1 position transducer (y-position) which is connected with 1 Heidenhain converter(BCD
output).

- 3 force transducers (x-,y-,z-direction);
Hysteresis ± 1% of transducer forcerange (I Kgrf (ION»

- Carrier-frequency measuring amplifier (AC-brigdes) pr 3940;
Calibration accuracy ±2%
linearity accuracy ±0,1 %
warmup time 30 min.

- 2 XY-recorders pm 8143

- 1 RMS multimeter pm 2528 ; Accuracy ±(0,05% of reading + 0,01 % of range)
range 1000 mV.
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Appendix A (fma)

Measuring tools to check the accuracy of the fma:

- Weights 100grf, 200grf.

- Correx 0-250grf calibrated, Mechanical tooI that causes an extemal load force on the
fma.
- 1 RMS multimeter pm 2528.

3 Evaluation of the measuring arrangements

There are 6 items checked on the fma.

-1) Calibration of the AC-bridges (pr 3940)

The calibration of the AC-bridges has been done by Mr.R.I. van Steen with a weight of 1
Kgrf at the beginning of the project. Tt makes sense to calibrate this again with a 500g
weight, because the maximum radial force of most brushless dc motors is smaller than
500grf.

Attention: The warming up time of the pr 3940 is 30 minutes.

(2) Zero setting

To check whether the signal, coming from the force transducers via the AC-bridges, is
really zero when there is no external force, the following procedure can be used:

- No external force on block 1 with the strain gauges.
- Set bridge to zero with 'zero shift'.
- Check this with the (milli-)volt meter.
- Load the block with a force (100grf, 200grf).
- Remove the load.
- Check the deflection of the voltmeter (Is it still zero ?).
- Repeat the test bi-directional in axial- en radial

direction.
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Appendix A (fma)

The results of "Zero setting" measurements are:

------------------------------------ >

Radial settings [grf] ° 100 ° 200 °
pos. direction [grf] °
neg. direction [grf] °

Axial settings

pos. direction [grf] °
neg. direction [grf] °

+98,6
-98,7

+94,7
-94,6

+0,1 +195,3
-0,2 -197,8

+0,1 + 186,3
-0,5 -200,1

+0,5 ±0,2
-0,5 ±0,2

+0,5 +0,2
-1,1 ±0,2

- There is a small deviation around the zero when the block is unloaded. It is dependent
on which direction and force the block was loaded, but it is negligible.

(3) Checking the calibration

To check whether the measured values of the force are similar to the external fixed load
we can use a correx mechanical force "spring" as load. With steps of 50 grf block 1 (with
the (strain gauges) is loaded with the correx. You can check the measured force with the
milli-voltmeter.
This test is done in radial- and axial direction. First the correx is calibrated with weights
(100grf, 200grf).

Results of the Checking of the calibration

-The Correx have an accuracy of 0,5 grf.

-The measured values are not put in a tabie, because the measured and loaded force are in
good agreement with each other.

The difference between the measured force and the external loaded force increases when
the external load increases. This deviation is linear and is called the calibration deviation.
The calibration deviation in this case is maxim Igrf(O.OIN) at 400grf [l < %] radial and
3grf(0.03N) at 400grf [< 1%] axial.
It is equal in both directions (thus positive and negative).
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(4) Temperature

The measurements are dependent on the temperature but it is difficult to check this. The
only thing we have done is to registrate the temperature which belongs to the force
measurements. Before starting new measurements (or a new serie) it is recommendable to
calibrate (zero) the fma.

(5) Stiffness measurements

(Sa)
Because we are working with forces it is a possibe that the mechanical part of the
arrangement is bending. To check the stiffness we can put a rotor/stator combination in
the fixing holes. Changing the rotor in radial direction (block 2 without the strain gauges)
will give a radial force ( The setting forces are 0-250grf into steps of 50 grf). With two
position transducers we can measure the movement of block 1 (see figure Al). In figure
AI it is clear that the torsion of block 1 is also measured.

figure Al

Xl

I

X2

F

4
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Appendix A (fma)

The table gives the measured results of the Stiffness of the mechanical part of the
arrangement (block 1).

position/F1oad SOgrf 100grf lS0grf 200grf 2S0grf

+ Xl [JLm] 2 4 S 7,S 9

+ X2 [JLm] 2 S 7,S 10 12

- Xl [JLm] 2 4 S 7 8

- X2 [JLm] 2 S 7 10 lI,S

** + Xl [JLm] 2 3 S 6 8

** + X2 [JLm] 3 6 10 12 IS

The rows that compares X2 give the movement of block 1, so it gives information about
the stiffness of the fma.

** X2 is measured with a shaft length of 20mm.

The difference between Xl and X2 gives You information about the torsion.

-We can conclude that in this case the radial movement of block 1 is maxima! 12JLm with
a force of 2S0grf. This is not negligible.
The Torsion of this blocks is maximal 3 JLm at 2S0 grf.

CONCLUSION:
The total stiffness of the FMA is then kfma =dF/dX=-2,08.104

[grf/mm] (=-208 [NImmD. The magnetic stiffness of the motor is choosen positive, so
the stiffness of the fma is negative.

(Sb)
The problem of stiffness is not only existing at the arrangement but also at the shafts of
the parts we want to measure. The bending is dependent on the length of the shaft, the
diameter and the material. To measure this stiffness there are made special shafts (see
figure A2).
The difference between the movements of the two position transducers gives us the
bending of the shaft. The measurements are done with different length of the shaft and the
external force load is coming from the correx (SO-2S0grf into steps of SOgrf).
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haft

Xl X2

1 s
I

I--

figure A2 F

Attention: Measuring method 5b gives US a value of the movement of the transducer
which is too large, because you're also measuring the movement of the rubber piles (of
the arrangement). With 5a it is possible to compensate these values, because the
difference between 5a and 5b will give us the movement of the rubber piles.

The measured values are visible in the graphs of appendix Al.
It is clear that the stiffness of the shafts is dependent on the diameter and length of the
shafts.
It is recommendable to use 6mm shafts with a maximum length of 15mm (length = the
distance between fixing hole and rotor). If we use 3mm shafts then take a maximum
length of lOmm.

5c
The measurements of 5a are also done with block 2 and the results are given in the tabie.

Stiffness of the arrangement (block 2).

position/Fl 50grf 100grf 150grf 200grf 250grf

+ Xl [Jlm] 16 32 47 62 86

+ X2 [Jlm] 16 32 47 63 87

- Xl [Jlm] 18 35 52 66 83

- X2 [Jlm] 18 35 52 67 84

The distanee between the two position transducers is in this case 0,1 m.
The difference between Xl and X2 gives us information about the torsion of the block.
The stiffness of the block is maximal I Jlm at 250grf(2,5N) and is negligible.
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(6) Eccentric and radial zero position

(6a)
The eccentricity of the bearing with collets of block 2 is measured with a shaft (of very
high accuracy) which is placed into the fixing hole. When the shaft is rotating we can
measure the eccentricity with a mechanical transducer.
It is very important that the fixing hole and shaft are clean before using.

The measuring values of the eccentricity are:

5 JLm.
1 JLm.
4 JLm.

"
"

"

6mm,

"
"
"

-Shaft diameter 3mm, length 1mm :eccentricity 1 JLm.
20mm:
1mm:

20mm:

The conclusion of these measurements is that the accuracy of the eccentricity of the
rotating part is good.

(6b)
Put two shafts in block 1 and 2 and bring them in the axial direction together. Move
block 2 in axial direction so that the two shafts are standing in one line. This is called the
zero position of the system.

The Zero position is 30,75 mmo

4 Calculations (stiffness of the shafts)

To check the measured values of stiffness there are made some calculations with standard
equations (Dutch: 'De vergeet me nietjes').

F

figure 5.1

Shaft; Material: N219, E=215 GPa= 215.109 N/m2

Diameter: 3mm, 6mm
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Equation to calcu1ate the bending of a shaft:

Y
_ F.13

b- 3.E.I

With

I 1t. d4.
64

For d= 3mm: Yb=3,83.m.I3
d= 6mm: Yb=0,24.m.l3

Calcu1ations of the bending in ILm.

d[mm] F1[grt] 50 100 150 200 250
1[mm]

3 5 0,02 0,05 0,07 0,1 0,12

3 10 0,19 0,38 0,57 0,77 1,0

3 15 0,65 1,29 1,94 2,59 3,0

3 35 8,21 16,42 24,6 32,84 41,05

6 15 0,04 0,08 0,12 0,16 0,2

6 35 0,5 1,03 1,54 2,10 2,57

(The calcu1ated and measured va1ues are not similar with respect to each other. The
influence of "het kwispe1effect" is negligible).
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations

If there is no external force, the milli-voltmeter must give zero volt. If the block is loaded
with a force and we remove this force, the milli-voltmeter will give zero volt. So the zero
is rea1ly zero.

The difference between the measured force and the external load force increases when the
external lood increases. The deviation is linear and is called the calibration deviation.
The calibration deviation in this case is maximal 1 grf (=0,01 N) at 400grf (=4N) [< 1%]
radial and 3grf (=0,03N) at 400grf (=4N) [< 1%] axial. It is equal in both directions
(thus positive and negative).

There is some hysteris (1 % of lKg --> lOg (=0.1N) when we load the arrangement with
increasing and decreasing the forces.

If we have a look at the stiffness of the fma, there can be concluded that in this case the
radial movement of block 1 is 12Jlm with a force of 250grf, so the magnetic stiffness of
the fma ktma =dF/dX is -2,08.104 grf/mm (=-208 N/mm). This is not negligible for forces
larger than 50 grf (=0,5N). The equation, with gives a correction, gives a better value
of the magnetic stiffness. The equation for the corrected magnetic stiffness k' is :

k t= k-,III~__

(1-kmx-1-)
k fma

Where k.n is the measured stiffness with the fma.

The stiffness of block 2 is negligible.

The stiffness of the shafts is dependent on the diameter, length and material of these
shafts.
It is recommendable to use 6mm shafts with a maximum length of 15mm (length = the
distance between fixing hole and rotor). If we use 3mm shafts then take a maximum
length of lOmm.

The {eccentricity} stroke of block 2 with a 6mm or 3mm (length is 20mm) shaft is 5 Jlm.
This is a good accuracy.

Attention: Clean the fixing hole and shafts before using.

To improve the handling of the fma it is useful to take position transducers which are
fixed to the base plate of the fma.
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Finally we will give a total assessment of the accuracy of the forces and position.

Forces:
Axial; lOgrf (0.1 N) (hysteresis) + 0,1% of the reading value (calibration).
Radial;lOgrf (O,IN) (n ) + 0,25% of the reading value (calbration)

Stiffness of the FMA : krma=-2,08.104 grf/mm = -208 N/mm

The equation for the corrected magnetic stiffness k' is :

k'=__Ic..~_
1(l-klllx-

k
-)

'/tn4
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Appendix B Force measurements

MOTORTYPES

145 1302

8,85 9,13 4,58.. . ..... . ...... .................. .. .......... ........ . ..

9~07 9,35 4,65 8,8

10~3" 10,35 5,48 9,9

12,72 12,75 4,2 11,6

4,79 5,26 2,09 5,65

1,38 1,18 1,1 2,7

3 4 6

9 9 9

3 2,25

9,4 7,3
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Appendix B Force measurements

Introduction radial magnetic stiffness measurement.

otor ........... . ...
::::»>::..:- }/:.:.,

".. <c.». : .:-.-:-:-:' ..

rotorl:maqnetK3 (150Ö Double Kaqn.)
statc>r l:slo't;.tecf (non-ênerqized)
statoz,:2:519tted(energized I = 100 mA (two phases)
sta't;or3>: massive ..•..
S'=corrected radial maqnetïc stiffness

file rotor stator dF/dX
[grf/mm]

mean k'
[qrf/mm] [qrf/mm]

cv~~~ifÖl: .

...•......•• \> ..... ····c
CV2511:f02a

.••.•....... b
CV2511f03a

b

1>
..•...... 1··

1
···1
1
1
1

1
i
1
3
3
2
2

1000
1000
1017
1300
1300
1000
1000

1005

1300

1000

955

1223

954
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~~snot:.possible to energize the stator.

k'

6101

3583

8633

mean
[grf/mm]

3500
3667
8666
8600

dF/dX
[grf/mm]

stator
. . . .

.".::>: \:.- :>\.
g251.1 f 0 la)

....•..... b·
g2511f01a

b

. .
". ...

otói' 2:<13 oi
roto~< ...» . . .
stator l·····:sTótted
stator2 :màssive

filê

6600

9700

mean
[grf/mm]

dF/dX
[grf/mm]

6500
6900
6400
6500
11200
8200
6000
5200

$tator

1
1
2

..•......3
...~.....

4

rotor · "philips best"·statoi' 1 · perfect stator slotted (non-energized)·2 .. (energized :r = 350 mA)· , , , , , ,
3 · massive·4 · special slotted·5 · Iinormal stator"·

filê«····
>.. ::::::::::::":- -:::::.: .. :-" ::- .

cr2~!!~!li;;;
···/······••·••..·b··/

......... .. ·•. c ..
cr25;102a
cr2~110~a

)P
cr2s~1~i.·····

cr2S110S············
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ot~iU~: 130k···

st~t6t 01: slottid
02:massive

file
. ...«... ».
•••••• o •

.". <:::::.:-::.-:.-:::::::.

rC::0J.12f-Oiil
···U···Yb

........ . .... ·/Ó2a
b

stater

02
02

dF/dX mean k'
[grf/mm] [grf/mm]

~OO

863900 900
1000
1000 1000 954

The effect of magnetization (inside only or inside +
outside) is investigated at the "0301"- and "1302"-motor.
If we have look at an example of the measured magnetic
stiffness of both motors there is valid:

{D=Double sided magnetized; S=Single sided Magnetized}

!motor magn. Back-EMF dF/dX k'
DIS [V] [grf/mm]

0301 D 1,62 1113 1056
, , S 1,62 963 920

1302 D 1,37 885 849
, , S 1,37 1000 954

The conclusion is that the effect of magnetization at the "1302"
motor and "0301"-motor is opposed. The effect is positive at the
"0301"-motor and negative at the "1302"-motor.
Remark: The "0301"-motor has a skewed magnetization.
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The force caused by the current in the stator coils is negligible
when the motor is starting. Measurements wi th the "145" and
"0301" -motors have been done to prove this.

-:-:...\::::;>\/>... :>:-...... .":<

a .·~i45 .. -motor .

s~:for01 : "perfect" non-enerqized
02 :" enerqized (I=2. 50 A)

cr0112f01a·
<·,.b

c
02a

b·

stator

01
01
01
02
02

dF/dX
[qrf/mm]

6000
6500
6000
6000
6000

mean

6167

6000

k'

4757

4656
0•• ':.::-. -::.

...... "."

• "0301"-motor

stator 01: non-enerqized
02: energized (I=300mA)

file
:::>::::::. ":.... ":.:.
. ..-:-:-:.... :-:-:-:....

cvoii2foia
b

02a
b

stator

·01
01
02
02

dF/dX

600
550
600
600

mean

575

600

k'

560

583

It is clear that the force caused by the stator starting current
is has no significant influence on the radial magnetic stiffness
for this type of motor.
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U.M.P. (model Ackennann [A])

This appendix gives an impression of the Ackermann model.

Air gap field for a centric rotor:

(C .1)

The one-dimensional field model gives:

(C.2)

The two-dimensional field model gives (when v > I, more than two poles) :

The u.m.p. points always into the direction of the inner ring and is independent on the
angle of rotation of the outer ring. The magnetic stiffness (= u.m.p.) is then

where

F=ke

1

(C.4)

(C. 5)
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The force constant k is the quantity characterizing u.m.p. that enters the design of the
bearing system. According to (A5) its depends on the active length I of the motor, the
amplitude of the magnetic field in the airgap, that is represented by the coefficients of its
fourier series representation (Al), and its dimensionless quantity Kv. The actual value of
the magnetic stiffness k depends on the flux path in the end region of the motor. It is
beyond the scope of this paper to determine it. If Kv is calculated from the one-dimensio
nal model by replacing Rs in (A2) by Rs(l +€.cosc:/» (eccentricity) one gets

(AG)

On the other hand one can replace Rs in (C.3) by ~(l +€.cosc:/» which gives for the two
dimensional model

(A7)

CARTER

In the graph below is given the graph where we can find the Carter factor.

1·0

a·

f
04

0·2

0 0'---------'--------:...--
2 -+ 6 Y6.3 10 11 1-+
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Appendix 0 Check equation

Appendix D

To check the equation (4.2.20) of the flux density of the statorsurface Rs we can simplify
this equation and compare it with the field equation of Ackermann. If we take f'r=l,
R=Rs and the magnetization radial, we could check it.
The magnetization is radial, so we only take the field equation as a result of J.dR in the
magnet. Then equation 4.2.17 holds (f'r= 1):

Radial magnetization means that for the current J is valid:

1 aMrJ.=vxM =- -- . e
::.= R aq> ..=...z.

If the radial magnetization is resolved in Fourier, then the current J holds:

(0.1)

(0.2)

If we put eq. D.3 in eq. 4.1.16, for Jk ' is valid:

J' (R, q» = 4pMo (-1) k sinp (2K+1) q>
k x(2K+1)P

(0.4)

The harmonies of the Laplace solution and the current l' are equal, so n=(2K+ l)P.
then for An(3) is valid:

1

(R;2nR n+R -n )

1- ( R s ) 2n
Rr

. dR (0.5)
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At the statorradius the flux density (4.1.20 and D.5) is given by eq. D.6, with the
condition n > 1 (more than two poles):

(D.G
)

If n= 1 (two poles) the flux density is (at the statorradius) :

(D.?)

The conclusion is that the equation (D.6), eq.(D.7) and the two-dimensional field equation
of Ackermann are simular when the magnetization is radial.
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In chapter 4.1 we solved the classic field problem in the magnet and airgap region and
get the matrix of eq. 4.1.16. The solutions for A(3)n and B(3)n are the components of
magnetic field in the airgap region, which is used to find the radial magnetic stiffness.
If the total matrix is solved, we find the solutions for A(l)n and Wl)n and so the magnetic
field at the magnet back-iron border. This is important because the largeness of this field
is responsible for the iron losses in the back-iron. In this appendix is given the magnetic
field equation on r=~ when there is a radial- or a sinusoidal magnetization. Appendix I
gives a computer program which cao calculate this field for different motor types.

If we solve the total matrix (eq 4.1.16 and 4.1.25) we can find the solutions for A(l)n and
B(l)n' The type of magnetization can put in eq. 4.1.19. If there is also a tangential
component in the magnetization we also have surface current sheets and use eq. 4.1.19..
For the nth radial magnetic induction component at r = Rr is valid when there is a radial
or(and) tangential magnetization multi-pole magnet:

When there is a tangential magnetization component there also is valid:

(
E.2)

If there is a radial magnetization there is valid eq. E.1 and Mn holds:

1



Appendix EB on r=Rm

M = 4p Br
n nnJ.L o (E.3)

where n=p(2k+1) k=O,l,2 ...

If there is sinusiodal magnetization there are valid eq. E.l and E.2. For Mn is valid:

Br ( 1M =- 1+-)
n J.L o n

where n=p

(E. 4)

These equations are put in the computer program and if we calculate the magnetic
induction at r=Rr for the motor '145' the next results are got:

Magnetization har calculated B calculated B
(NdFeB) [T] (r=Rs) [T] (r=Rr)

radial 1 0.757 0.693

3 0.226 0.246

5 0.114 0.158

sin 0.779 0.654

TABLE E

The first harmonie of the radial magnetized magnet is not much larger than the sinusoidal
magnetized magnet, but the radial one has harmonie components. So there could be said
that the total iron 10sses for radial magnetized magnets are larger than the sinusoidal.

2



Appendix G Field calculation of Hrl

FIELD CALCULATION OF H rl , H<pl

In the second part of chapter 4.1 there is derived the magnetic field in the centric position
as a result of an infinitely thin current on the curved edges. We need the radial compo
nent H rl in the eccentric position. With the method of 4.1 we can derive H rl •

Back-iron
-L..--- magnet

Rr air

rotor

Rs

figure G.1

Laplace is valid for higher order terms of <1>. The source terms are not in the boundary
conditions of the permanent magnet, but the source is in the boundary condition of the
stator surface in the eccentric position.

(G.1)

The general solution of the Laplace equation of the two parts (air and magnet) are:

(G. 2)

The general solution of the magnetic potential and eq. G.1 gives the equation of the

1



Appendix G Field calculation of Hrl

(G. 3)

magnetic field. There are four unknows in these equations and four boundary conditions,
so we could find the total solution.

(1) H~l) (r=Rr ) =0

(2) H~l) (r=Rm) _H~2) (r=Rm) =0

(3) ~rec!I?) (r=Rm) =H;2) (r=Rm)

(4) H(2) (r=R ) =H
lp S lp1

(G. 4)

If the boundary conditions are put into the two equations of <1>, we get a 4*4 matrix notOO
as follows (see eq.4.1.16).

1 -2m
0 0 0Rr

1 -2m -1 _R-2m 0Rm m
-2m (G. 5)

1 _R-2m 1 Rm
0- --m

~rec ~rec

0 0 1 -2m ERs

Where Eis:

R-m+1H
E= S fII1

m
(G.6)

The solution of this matrix can be calculatOO by Gauss elimination. So the calculatOO
values of élu(2) and bo(2) are:

2



Appendix G Field calculation of Hrl

-2m
(2) Rr E

am = ---2m----2-m
Rr -Rs

b~2) =_ E
R-2m_R-2m

r 8

(G.?)

The tangential component of the magnetic field Hl on the stator surface (eq. 4.2.10)
compares two frequency components (m=n+1 and m=n-1), so this is also true for the
Hr1 and Hcp-term in the air gap region.

H =- (n+1) (a (2) r (n+1)-1_b (2) r-(n+1) -1) cos (n+1) In
r n+1 n+1 n+1 ,..

Hr =-(n-1) (a~:ir(n-1)-1-b~:ir-(n-1)-1)cos(n-1)<p
n-l

H = (n+1) (a (:) r (n+1) -l+b (:) r -(n+1) -1) sin (n+1) In
~~ n1 n1 ,..

(G. 8)

(G. 9)

(G.10)

(G.ll)

The radial component Hr1 and tangential component HIPI for the total 'n+ l' - and n-1
component in the airgap are given below.

The "n + 1"-term:

R r n+1 R R (n+2)
(_8_) (~)+(~)

R; r r
Hr1 (n+1) =+ (n+1) XnR~-l_- ------. cos (n+1) ~G.10)

1- ( Rs ) 2 (n+1)
Rr

3



Appendix G Field calculation of Hel

R r n+l R R (n+2)
_ ( _s_ ) ( ---.2:) + ( ---.2: )

R 2 r r
Hip1 (n+l) =- (n+l) XnR~-l r . sin(n+l) ~.13)

1-( R S )2(n+l)
R r

The "n-1"-term:

( Rsr) n-l ( R s ) + ( R s ) n

R; r r
Hrl<n-l) =+ (n-l) XnR~-l_---------.cos (n-l) q> (G.14)

1- ( R s ) 2 (n-l)
Rr

_ ( Rsr) n-l ( R s ) + ( R s ) n

R 2 r r
Hlpl(n_l)=-(n-l)XnR~-l r .sin(n-l)q>(G.15)

1- ( R s ) 2 (n-l)
Rr

The total magnetic field H rl and H",l on the radius r=Rm:

R R n-l R (n)
(~) +(---.2:)

R 2 R
H X R n-l ( ( ) r m ()rl=+ n s n-l ---------. cos n-l q>+

1- ( Rs ) 2(n-l)

Rr

R h> (n+l) R (n+2)
( _Er_'m ) + ( .-! )

R2 Rr m
(n+l)------------------.cos(n+l)q»

R 2 (n+l)

1-(.-!)
Rr

4

(G.16)
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R R n-l R (nl
-(~) +(~)

R 2 R
Hçsl =-XnR~-l ( (n-1) r

m
__ • sin (n-1) q>+

1- ( Rs ) 2 (n-ll

R r

R ~ (n+ll R (n+2l
_ ( _r_'m) + (~ )

R2 Rr m
(n+1)-----------~------.sin(n+1)q»R 2 (n+ll

1-(~)
Rr

If Ql>Q2 ,Q3,Q4 are introduced we get the next simplified expressions:

5

(G.17)

(G.1S)

(G.19)



Appendix H Derivation of a,b and dR

Derivation of the unknows a,b

First we derivate the unknows a and b, which are a function of Rand <p.

For the normal vector Lis valid:

~=i~=(l+Ea)i +Ebi
-"""" .=..L.=.ql.

1l.'
x

CF .1)

figure F.I

o • y

According to the law of sinos:

sinq> = siny
R e

, e.
- SlnY=-Slnq>

R

We only take the first order term:

2
COsY=1-~sin2q> 1\

2

2

i..i=b (1- ~ sin2q» +~Esinq> = (1 +Ea) b +Eb~

I

CF. 2)

CF. 3)



Appendix H Derivation of a,b and dR

So for a and b is valid:

a=-~sin2cp
2

b=sincp

The derivation of dR

(F. 4)

The dimension dR is an function of r and 'P. Figure F.2 gives an impression of the
situation when the stator is placed eccentric with an eccentricity e. We can see that dR is
the distance between the stator surface in the centric position and this surface in the
eccentric position.

x

o

figure F.2

According to the law of cosines :

• y

R 2= (R+dR) 2+R 2-2e(R+dR) coscp-

( dR) 2 +d ( dR) (l-ECOSCP) +E2 -2ECOSCP =0
R R

This equation is a polynom of second order, so the solution is then:

** In section 4.2 dr is dR and R is the radius of the stator Rs.

2

(F.5)



Appendix H Derivation of a,b and dR

dR=eRc where CF.6)

c=coscp-~sin2cp
2

3



Appendix I computer program

Computer program Radial Force Calculation in C

This program "RDFC.C" can calculate the radial magnetic stiffness of permanent magnet motors. At
first it calculated the magnetie field on the stator radius Rs (first 8 harmonies). Then radial magnetic
stiffness will be calculated in N/mm.

The parameters, whieh can be put in the program are:

- The radius of the stator Rs [M] {floating point}
- The radius of the inner surface of the magnet Rm [M] {floating point}
- The radius of the outer surface of the magnet Rr [M] {floating point}
- The relative permeability of the magnet Ilrec .

- The magnetization distribution of the magnet. The options are:
Radial magnetization
Parallel"
Sinusoidal "
Trapezium "

- The length of the motor [M] {floating point}.
- The number of pole pairs (p> 1).



~clude < stdio.h >

~clude <math.h>

id bj(void);

double rs,nn,rr,l,mtop,mf1at,mrec;

int p,ord;

int i;

char ch;

double c,mj,mk,alp,sig,mnu,bnu,btu,btot,knu,k,nu,noemer;

id main(void)

char choice = 0;

I*rs = 0.OOS66;

nn=0.00935;

rr=0.01035;

1=0.01265;

p=4;

mtop=O.?O;*1

ord=S;

printf("RS = .); scanf(" %Ie· ,&rs);

printf("RM = .); scanf("%le·,&nn);

printf(·RR = .); scanf(·%le· ,&rr);

printf("L = .); scanf(" %Ie· ,&1);

printf("P = .); scanf(·%d· ,&p);

printf("Mt = ·);scanf(" %Ie· ,&mtop);

printf("mrec = ·);scanf(" %Ie· ,&mrec);

printf("Which type of magnetization fixture do you want (R,S,P,T) ?);

while(choice = = 0) {

scanf(" %Is· ,&eh);

switch(ch)

{ case 'R'; mj =4.01M]I;mf1at= ISO;mk=O;bjO;choice = I ;break;

case 'S'; ord = l;mj = I .0+ I .O/(double)p;mflat= ISO;mk = mtop;bjO;choice = I ;break;

case 'P'; mj= 4.01M_PI*cos(M_PI/(2*(double)p»;mf1at= ISO;mk=mtop;bjO;choice = I;break;

case 'T'; mj=4.01M_PI;mf1at= 140;mk=mtop;bjO;choice = I;break;

default: printf(·error in your choice, choose again\n·);

}
}

d bj(void) {

printf(·\n two-dimensional calculation \n·);

afp=(lSO-mf1at)*0.5*M_PI/ISO;

sig= 1.0;

k=O.O;

for(i= l;i < =ord;i+ +)

nu = (double)(2*i-I);

mnu= mj*mtop*sig*cos(nu*alp)/(nu*mrec);

nu = nu*(double)p;

sig*=-1.0;

noemer = «mrec + 1.0)/mrec)*(l.0-pow(rs/rr,2.0*nu»

«mrec-I.O)/mrec)*(pow(rs/nn,2.0*nu)-pow(rmIrr,2.0*nu»;

bnu=2*mnu*nu*pow(rs/nn,nu-I)*

(nu + 1.0-(nu-I.0)*pow(nn/rr,2.0*nu)-2*pow(nn/rr,nu-l.0»1

«nu*nu-I.O)*noemer);

if (i > =2) btu=O; else

btu = 2*mk*(double)p*(l/nu)*pow(rs/nn,nu- I)

*«2.0*pow(rmIrr,nu-I.0»

(pow(rmIrr,2.0*nu)+ 1»/(noemer);



knu= 0.25 - pow(rm/rs,nu)- (1.0+pow(rs/rrn,2.0-nu»

-((nu-l )-(pow((rs-rrn)/(rr,2.0),nu-l.0)-(rs/rrn) +

pow(rs/rrn,(nu»)

1(1.0-pow(rs/rr,2.0-(nu-l.0)))

+ ((nu + l)-(pow(rs-rm/(rr,2.0),nu + 1.0)-(rs/rrn) +

pow(rs/rrn,(nu+2»)/(1.0-pow(rs/rr,2-(nu + 1.0»»)

+ 0.25 - pow(rm/rs,nu)-(1.0-pow(rs/rrn,2.0-nu»

-((-nu + l)-(pow((rs-rrn)/(rr,2.0),nu-l.0)-(rs/rrn)

pow(rs/rrn,(nu»)

1(1.0-pow(rs/rr,2.0-(nu-l.0)))

+ ((-nu-l)-(pow(rs-rrn/(rr,2.0),nu+ 1.0)-(rs/rrn)

pow(rs/rrn,(nu + 2»)/(1.o-pow(rs/rr,2-(nu + 1.0»»);

k+ =knu-btot-btot;

printf("nu %3.0frnnu %7.4fbnu %7.4fbtu %7.4fbtot %7.4fknu %7.4l\n",

nu,rnnu,bnu,btu,btot,knu);

}
k-=1/8.0e-7;

printf("\n k %7.4f [N/rnrn]\n",k-O.OOl);



Appendix K List of symbols

a(l) b(l) a(2) b(2) a(3) b(3), , , , ,
a, b

Br
Bp BIP
Fx, Fy
E
e
g
Hr , HIP
Jn
K
Km
kor~

kxn

p
r
R

Rs
Rm
Rr
S
Wt

JLo
JLr

JLrec
«)

e
w
e
cf>
A

: Coefficients in scalar potential equation
: Transformation coefficients of the eccentricity

calculations
: Remanence of permanent magnet
: r,<{) components of total magnetic induction
: x,y components of the radial force
: Helping coefficient of the tangential field derivation
: Eccentricity
: Airgap length
: r,<{) components of total magnetic field strength
: Current layer in the magnet or magnetic polarisation
: Current sheet at the surface of the magnet
: Measured radial magnetic stiffness with the fma
: Calculated or corrected measured magnetic stiffness
: Fourier component of the calculated Radial Magnetic

stiffness
: Carter factor
: Thickness of the permanent magnet
: Magnetization
: The n,m,u th harmonic, where n=p(2k+l) k=O,1,2,3 ..
: Pole pair number
: Moving radius of field equations
: Moving radius between ~ and Rr for deriving field

equations
: Stator radius
: Inner surface of magnet radius
: Outer surface of magnet radius
: Slot width
: Tooth width
: Permeability of air
: Relative permeability of iron
: Relative Permeability of the magnet
: + phase direction of the rotor of the motor model
: Angle between rotor and stator position
: Angle between Mo and n
: Relative eccentricity
: Scalair potential
: Pole pitch
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